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New Delhi, December 17, 2010
Condemning Congress General Secretary Rahul Gandhi’s alleged remark supposedly made to
America’s representative Mr. Timothy that Saﬀron Terror was more dangerous to Bharat than
the Islamic Terror, VHP’s International General Secretary has expressed serious doubts about
the national integrity of the ‘prince’ Gandhi. Criticizing Mr. Rahul Gandhi for such a remark
Dr. Togadia said, “We were wondering as to how suddenly from Home Minister Chidambaram
& to Ex-CM Digvijay Singh & a group of oﬃce bearers of Congress party as well as a few
Union Ministers have started to blame Hindus as Saﬀron Terrorists. But with Prince Gandhi’s
leak on WikiLeaks explains it all. All others who blamed Hindus as Saﬀron Terrorists have
been doing so at the instance of Prince Gandhi who shamelessly expresses his hatred about
Bharat’s Hindus to an American representative! Gone are the days of relishing the family
image of father opening Ram Mandir locks; this prince is not only anti-Hindu but also is antiBharat. The ruling party’s General Secretary, whom the sitting Finance Minister terms as next
Prime Minister, has no respect for Bharat & Bharat’s Hindu. He has no qualms even about
defaming Bharat’s Hindus to an oﬃcial American representative! VHP condemns this most
anti-Hindu & anti-Bharat behavior of Congress General Secretary Mr. Gandhi & demands an
unconditional apology from the Congress Party as well as their Prince Gandhi for humiliating,
insinuating & degrading Bharat & Bharat’s Hindu on an international arena. It also shows
Prince’s lack of diplomatic maturity as to what to say where & to whom & what not to say.
Looking at Bihar & upcoming elections, Prince Gandhi celebrated Eid in Lucknow eating meat
publicly on Hindu pious day Ekadashi. That was childish enough & Cong lost Bihar. But
terming Hindus of Bharat Saﬀron Terrorists & concluding that they are more dangerous than
Islamic terrorists while even the Army head terms Pak as more dangerous, is not childish. It is
an intentional act of criminal defamation of Hindus & of Bharat. It also explains who has been
sponsoring a group of Congressmen to hammer Hindus, Hindu leaders, Hindu Organizations &
Hindu Sadhu Saints as Saﬀron Terrorists every time there is a Jihadi attack on Bharat! It is not
a coincidence that Mr. Digvijay Singh comes back from Azamgadh meeting a Jehadi, then
supposedly calls Mumbai ATS Head just 2 hours before the heinous Jihadi attack on Mumbai &
when much later the Kashi Ganga Ghaat is blasted, same Singh digs his alleged conversation
with the then ATS Head. He exhibited similar behavior even after the Batla house encounter.
It is time to ﬁnd the real nexus of him, Azamgadh, all Jihadi blasts & his boss prince who too
hammers Hindus after every Jihadi attack. “
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Dr. Togadia further added, “If Prince Gandhi does not apologize to Bharat & Hindus for his
degrading & humiliating remark then we appeal to all Hindus to abstain from voting the party
of whom he is a General Secretary in any elections. We request EC to cancel his right to
contest elections for hurting a religious majority. We also appeal all Hindus to democratically
protest Prince Gandhi’s criminally defamatory remark about Hindus & Bharat. We had heard
that blood was thicker than water but we now can see that half European blood too is very
dangerous to Bharat.”
_____________________
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